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1. Introduction

Dental resin-based composites (RBCs) are restorative materials that are used to repair damaged or decaying teeth and typically comprise an organic methacrylate resin-based matrix phase with an inorganic filler phase with diluents, photo-initiator, accelerators, inhibitors, and coupling agents as additional components [1,2]. Different varieties of RBCs have been developed, such as bulk-fill, flowable, microhybrid, nanohybrid, and nanofilled RBCs. Recently, a nano-micro ceramic particle-filled novel RBC was also developed [3]. Antibacterial agents that do not impair the mechanical characteristics of RBCs have also been utilized [4]. Nanohybrid RBCs demonstrated superior mechanical performance under simulated oral acidic milieu than bulk-fill RBCs [5]. Although, in another study, one of two nanofilled RBCs resulted in higher monomer release owing to greater water sorption and solubility than microhybrid RBCs [6]. The monomer and diluent ratio has been shown to...
influence the resin matrix of RBCs [7]. The degree of monomer conversion, the composition and solubility of the extraction solvent, as well as the size and chemical properties of the monomers, are some of the parameters that impact monomer elution from RBCs [8]. Elution is also influenced by the filler component, as the greater the load of filler materials within RBC, the lower the resin phase, resulting in less elution [9]. The extent of polymerization directly regulates the amount of unpolymerized monomer in the resin matrix, as incomplete polymerization will increase the amount of monomers within the matrix and their subsequent elution [8]. Some factors associated with incomplete polymerization include the thickness of the resin layer, light-curing unit (LCU) time, light intensity, light scattering and penetration depth, temperature, and the presence of oxygen [10–12]. In addition, the chemical composition of the monomer mixture as well as the presence of activators or inhibitors also influences polymerization [13]. Moreover, the use of a greater volume of the extraction solution also results in enhanced monomer elution [14].

Triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) are two significant monomers of dental adhesives and RBCs. The polymerization reaction during dental curing only reaches 70% completion, which causes the accumulation of unreacted monomers; these monomers leach into the pulp via dentin and migrate into the bloodstream, encountering multiple cells. Up to 90% of monomers are leached from composite resins within 24 h post-polymerization [1]; the elution of monomers after this continues for several days to months. Salivary esterases such as pseudocholinesterase show higher affinity to hydrolyze TEGDMA, resulting in its elution from composites [15]. Moreover, neutrophils originating from the gingival sulcus [16] also secrete enzymes that degrade resin composites [17]. Alcohol-containing mouthwashes are also known to result in monomer elution from the composite resin matrix due to the dissolution of the polymer chain of the composite resin by alcohol [18]. Mechanical wear caused by toothbrushing or a minor injury in the oral cavity can also act as a route for the migration of monomers into the bloodstream. TEGDMA has a 50 wt.% concentration in composite restorative fillings and is readily leached out in tissues surrounding the restoration [19,20]. Composites used during orthodontic treatment in children with anterior open bites have also been shown to elute TEGDMA in children’s saliva [21]. TEGDMA is used as a comonomer in dental resins alongside the base monomers bisphenol A-glycidyl methacrylate (Bis-GMA) and urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA) because it improves filler loading, degree of conversion, and handling characteristics, which are required for efficacious clinical outcomes [22].

HEMA is employed as a comonomer in dental adhesives because of its ability to boost miscibility between hydrophobic and hydrophilic monomers [23], facilitate the penetration of comonomers into demineralized dentin [24], and improve the mechanical properties [25]. Moreover, HEMA may also be generated as a degradation product from the base monomer UDMA [26]. Several dentin-desensitizing agents (DDA) contain HEMA; for example, Gluma, Aqua Prep F, and Isodan contain 35%, 10–30%, and 0–40% HEMA, respectively. HEMA is also used as a component of contact lenses in ophthalmology [27,28] and in tissue engineering applications in biomedicine [29]. HEMA, with its smaller size (MW = 130.14 g/mol) and lower viscosity, has a higher mobility and elution rate than TEGDMA (MW = 286.33 g/mol) [30]. According to findings of a prior report [31], aqueous resin eluants that displayed cytotoxicity frequently contained significant levels of TEGDMA. Another report [32] investigating the release of residual TEGDMA and HEMA monomers from six different commercial RBCs demonstrated that TEGDMA was eluted at greater concentrations than HEMA. Although TEGDMA consists of ether linkage that contributes to some hydrophilicity [33], the HEMA monomer is more hydrophilic than TEGDMA owing to one hydroxyl (-OH) group in its structure that is absent in TEGDMA. This hydroxyl group forms hydrogen bonds with water molecules, which draw and hold water inside the polymer network [34], thereby imparting greater water sorption capacity, which coupled with a lower molecular weight of HEMA, results in greater elution from the resin matrix [35]. Resin monomers have also been shown to penetrate the skin through the dental gloves of personnel who handle these monomers routinely in dental clinics [36]. Hence,
the occupational exposure to the resin monomers via the dermal route or inhalation is also common.

Previous reports have evidenced the multiple adverse effects elicited by these resin monomers. For example, TEGDMA was found to inhibit the formation of keratinocyte layers and diminish their viability and adherence, thus negatively impacting oral wound healing [37]. The diffusion of hydrophilic HEMA monomer through the dentin to the dental pulp is enhanced upon binding with albumin, a dentinal fluid protein [38]. In addition, authors in this study also reported on Bis-GMA, a hydrophobic monomer, which could be transported across dentin to the pulp by albumin. TEGDMA is also hydrophobic, similar to Bis-GMA, as it might diffuse through the dentin to the pulp. Leached monomers have been shown to permeate gingival and palate epithelium and lead to adverse effects [39]. The toxicity of TEGDMA-containing dental composites on neuron cells has been documented in a prior report [40]. A recent study showed that HEMA monomer induces cytotoxicity in 2D cultures and 3D organotypic cocultures of primary oral keratinocytes and oral squamous carcinoma cells [41]. RBC eluates with the highest TEGDMA exhibited the greatest cytotoxicity to human gingival fibroblasts, while composites with lower TEGDMA and HEMA levels exhibited higher cell viability [42].

Melanocytes are the melanin pigment-creating cells of the body that initiate from the neural crest [43] and are located in the skin, oral cavity, hair, eye, brain, lungs, ear, and heart. The macromolecular pigment melanin produced by these cells serves critical functions such as UV photoprotection, free radical scavenging, and metal chelation [44]. Melanocytes help combat gingival inflammation in the gingival tissues and suppress reactive oxygen species (ROS) during plaque [45]. Tyrosinase, a glycoprotein, is the primary rate-limiting enzyme that regulates the critical reactions of the melanogenesis cycle that comprise the hydroxylation of L-tyrosine to 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) and its oxidation to DOPAquinone [46–48]. Like neural cells, melanocytes possess dendrites, the cytoskeletal extensions that export melanin pigment to multiple keratinocytes. Melanosomes are exchanged from dendrite tips to keratinocytes; this pigment transfer is responsible for pigmentation, and the mechanisms of pigment export are similar for epidermal and oral melanocytes [49]. Physiological/racial pigmentation has a higher predominance in dark-skinned people than light-skinned people [50]. External factors, particularly tobacco smoke, increase gingival pigmentation and cause smokers’ melanosis [51–53]. Several surgical and chemical modalities have been used to reduce the appearance of melanin in the gingival palate and improve the aesthetic appearance. A recent study discussed the limitation of antimicrobial red light phototherapy in treating periodontitis in melanized gingiva, where melanin caused light absorption and diminished therapeutic efficacy [54].

The use of primary epidermal melanocytes as a substitute for oral melanocytes offers a viable alternative and has been used in our previous studies that examined the impact of fluoride or e-cigarette vehicles on oral melanocytes [55,56]. An advantage of these cells is the similarity of their ultrastructure and histology to that of melanocytes in the oral cavity [45,50], which may help extrapolate results to gingival melanocytes as the latter are not readily available for testing. There is a gap in research on the effects of dental resin monomers on melanocytes. Because melanocytes in the oral cavity regulate multiple biological functions, it would be significant to elucidate the impacts of TEGDMA and HEMA monomers on these cells. Moreover, since these leached monomers might enter the bloodstream, they could also interact with melanocytes in the skin and other sites in the body. Herein, we address this research gap by examining the impacts of resin monomers, TEGDMA and HEMA, on oral melanocytes using a primary human epidermal melanocyte model.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

TEGDMA [Cat# 261548, 95%, contains 80–120 ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone (MEHQ) as inhibitor], HEMA (Cat# 47708, ≥99%, contains ≤50 ppm MEHQ as inhibitor),
L-DOPA, kojic acid (KA), mushroom tyrosinase, and lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from *E. coli* O128:B12 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). MTS cytotoxicity assay was purchased from Promega Corporation (Madison, WI, USA). Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assay kit, bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay kit, penicillin-streptomycin (10,000 U/mL), Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS), Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS), and TrypLE Express (1X) were procured from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Cell-lysis buffer (Cat# EA-0001) was procured from Signosis Inc. (Santa Clara, CA, USA). 2',7'-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (H$_2$DCFDA) probe was purchased from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR, USA). A Human IL-6 ELISA kit was acquired from Raybiotech (Norcross, GA, USA).

2.2. Cell Culture

Human epidermal melanocytes derived from a lightly pigmented neonatal donor (HEMn-LP; Cat# C0025C) were procured from Cascade Biologics (Portland, OR, USA). These cells were maintained using Medium 254 (Cascade Biologics) with 1% human melanocyte growth supplement (HMGS, Cascade Biologics) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin in a humidified environment at 95% air and 5% CO$_2$ incubator at 37°C.

2.3. Determination of Cytotoxicity by LDH and MTS Assays

LDH is a cytosolic enzyme discharged into the culture medium when cell membranes are damaged and is a marker of cytotoxicity. A total of 1 × 10$^5$ HEMn-LP cells per well were grown in a 96-well plate for 24 h. Both monomers (TEGDMA and HEMA) were diluted to 1 M concentration in DMSO (stock solution), which was further diluted in the culture medium so that its final concentration in all groups was 0.4%. These compounds were added to cells over the concentration range (0.25–2 mM). After the exposure of 72 h, the culture medium (50 µL) was aliquoted to a new 96-well plate, LDH reaction mix (50 µL) was added, and incubated. Lysis-buffer-treated cells were used as a positive control. After 30 min, the stop solution supplied in the kit was added to each well, followed by the measurement of absorbance values at 490/680 nm using a microplate reader. The results were presented as a percentage of LDH leakage normalized to the positive control.

For cells remaining in wells, viability was determined by MTS assay (CellTiter Aqueous One, Promega, Madison, WI, USA); 100 µL of new medium with 20 µL of MTS solution was added in each well, and the plate was kept in the incubator at 37°C for 1.5 h. The absorbances of aliquots were recorded at 490 nm.

2.4. Determination of Intracellular Melanin

HEMn-LP cells (1.5 × 10$^5$ cells/well) were plated in 12-well culture plates, and after a duration of 72 h, a new culture medium containing resin monomers was added and cultured for a further 72 h. Subsequently, the cells were detached, and melanin pigment contained within them was estimated by a hot NaOH lysis method similar to the method reported in previous studies [57,58]. The relative melanin contents were calculated as Absorbance/µg protein and expressed as a percentage of control.

2.5. Intracellular Tyrosinase Activity

HEMn-LP cells were cultured in 12-well plates for 48 h, the culture medium was then replaced with monomer compounds, and cultures were continued for 72 h. After the exposure, the cells were harvested, pelleted, washed in PBS, and lysed in a cell-lysis buffer solution under the ice. Lysates were centrifuged and aliquoted into a 96-well plate, after which L-DOPA solution was added; the reaction was monitored at 475 nm over 30 min using kinetic mode in a microplate reader. The tyrosinase activities were calculated from linear slopes after normalization by protein contents for each group.
2.6. Cell-Free Tyrosinase Activity Assay

The effects of the monomer compounds on tyrosinase activity were directly evaluated using a tyrosinase enzyme purified from mushrooms and L-DOPA as a substrate using the method detailed in our prior report [59]. Briefly, different concentrations of the two monomer compounds were reconstituted using 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, and 80 µL volume was aliquoted in a 96-well plate followed by adding 100 µL of the substrate (3 mM L-DOPA). Next, mushroom tyrosinase enzyme (20 µL) was added to start the reaction; the progression of reaction velocities were recorded at 475 nm over 30 min every 30 s at 30 °C. The relative tyrosinase activity was calculated from the linear range of the progress curve and normalized to the untreated control group.

2.7. Quantitation of Melanocyte Dendricity

Cells were cultured and treated with monomers for 72 h, after which multiple images of cells in each group were acquired under phase-contrast mode at an objective magnification of 20×. The images were evaluated using NIS Elements imaging software (version 5.0); dendrite lengths were traced using the polyline tool of the software and were added to obtain the parameter of total dendrite length (TDL) while the number of dendrites per cell was manually counted. Lastly, the number of cells with more than two dendrites was manually counted and expressed as a % of the total number of cells [60]. A total of up to 80 cells were measured from three independent experiments for each group.

2.8. Intracellular ROS Assay

ROS levels in HEMn-LP cells were estimated by the H$_2$DCFDA probe, a well-established marker for measuring intracellular ROS levels [61]. The method for determining intracellular ROS levels was similar to the method reported previously [62]. It was used since it circumvents the underestimation of fluorescence measurement readings (which can occur due to loss of melanocyte cells during washing steps) by quantitating fluorescence in lysed cells and subsequent normalization to protein levels. Briefly, LP cells were cultured and treated with monomer compounds for 72 h. After treatment, the cells were washed in HBSS, and H$_2$DCFDA solution (50 µM) was added and incubated for 20 min. Next, the wells were aspirated, washed in HBSS, and cells were lysed (0.1% Triton-X in the buffer) at room temperature. A total of 100 µL of supernatants taken from centrifuged lysates were aliquoted in a 96-well black microplate. The fluorescence was recorded at excitation/emission wavelengths of 485/535 nm; these values were normalized to total protein content.

2.9. IL-6 Cytokine Assay

HEMn-LP cells (2 × 10$^4$ cells/well) were seeded in a 48-well plate, and after 72 h, 10 µg/mL LPS with or without monomers was added to the cultures that were kept for 48 h. The negative control comprised cells not treated with either LPS or compounds. At the end of treatments, the supernatants were harvested, centrifuged, and stored at −80 °C. Based on the manufacturer’s instructions, IL-6 cytokine levels in supernatants were measured using a human IL-6 ELISA kit, and results were shown as fold-change over the negative control group.

2.10. Statistical Analysis

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Dunnett’s or Tukey’s post hoc test or Student’s t-test was performed using GraphPad Prism Software to analyze statistical significance. Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation (SD), and significance was accepted at $p < 0.05$.

3. Results

3.1. TEGDMA Is More Cytotoxic Than HEMA to Melanocytes

The two monomers TEGDMA and HEMA (the chemical structures shown in Figure 1A) were examined for cytotoxicity over a 0.25–2 mM concentration range. Results revealed
that TEGDMA at 2 mM significantly increased LDH leakage by 1.45-fold with no change at lower concentrations. At the same time, there was no change in LDH leakage levels at any concentration of HEMA (Figure 1B).

Visual inspection of cell pellets showed no appreciable change in the monomer-treated groups’ pellet color compared to the control (Figure 1D). Next, melanin levels of cells treated with 0.5 and 1 mM TEGDMA were 109.12 ± 14.45 and 110.44 ± 16.07, respectively, which were not significantly different from the control group, although they appeared somewhat increased (Figure 1E). At the same time, HEMA also had no significant effect
on melanin production at any concentration (Figure 1E). These data showed that both monomers do not affect cellular melanin production.

3.3. TEGDMA and HEMA Markedly Stimulate Melanocyte Dendricity

As the resin monomers did not affect melanin biosynthesis, it was evaluated whether they may affect the subsequent steps of melanogenesis, which involve the export of melanosomes from the tips of melanocyte dendrites. Results of qualitative examination of images of monomer-treated cells showed that TEGDMA significantly stimulated melanocyte dendricity from the lowest concentration onwards; cells displayed an arborized morphology in 0.25, 0.5, and 1mM TEGDMA groups in contrast to the untreated group, which had thin and fewer dendrites (Figure 2A). In contrast, HEMA did not alter morphology up to concentrations of 1 mM. In comparison, at 2 mM, there was a significant enhancement of dendricity, as seen by elongated lengths and a greater number of dendrites per cell (Figure 2A).
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**Figure 2.** (A) Representative phase-contrast images of cells treated with TEGDMA (0.25–1 mM) or HEMA (0.25–2 mM) for a duration of 72 h; arrows (orange) denote the cells of TEGDMA groups that had greater number and lengths of dendrites; similar effects seen in HEMA (2 mM) shown by red arrows; Quantitation of dendricity of cells by using parameters: (B) Number of dendrites per cell; (C) Total dendrite length and (D) % cells with >2 dendrites; * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01 vs. control group; Student’s unpaired t-test; All data are mean ± SD of at least three independent experiments.

Treatment with TEGDMA at 0.25, 0.5, and 1 mM significantly increased the number of dendrites per cell by 31.05%, 38.37%, and 39.14%. In comparison, treatment with HEMA did not affect dendrite number in the 0.25–1 mM concentration range but induced a significant increase of 37.15% at the highest concentration of 2 mM (Figure 2B).

Next, results of total dendrite length displayed a similar trend to TEGDMA, with a significantly greater increase in total dendrite length by 37.55%, 44.92%, and 38.41% at 0.25, 0.5, and 1 mM, respectively. In comparison, HEMA showed a significant increase of 31.63% only at 2 mM (Figure 2C).

Lastly, TEGDMA significantly stimulated the percentage of cells with >2 dendrites of the untreated control group (49.63%) to 67.91%, 77.11%, and 71.30% at 0.25, 0.5, and 1 mM,
respectively. At the same time, HEMA showed a significant increase to 70.94% at 2 mM (Figure 2D).

Collectively, these results demonstrate that TEGDMA displays a greater sensitivity in stimulating dendricity parameters that were achieved over a wide concentration range (0.25–2 mM). Moreover, the stimulatory effects on dendrite number and length by TEGDMA at 0.25 mM were also achieved by HEMA, albeit at an 8-fold higher concentration of 2 mM.

3.4. TEGDMA Has No Effect, While HEMA Inhibits Intracellular Tyrosinase Activity

TEGDMA did not affect the intracellular tyrosinase activity at any concentration (Figure 3A). However, HEMA was shown to suppress tyrosinase activity in a concentration-dependent manner; significant inhibitions of 17.18% and 36.26% were found by HEMA at 1 mM and 2 mM concentrations, respectively (Figure 3A).
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**Figure 3.** (A) Tyrosinase activity of HEMn-LP cells that were treated with TEGDMA and HEMA for 72 h, *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 vs. control by unpaired t-test, data are mean ± SD of three independent experiments; (B) Mushroom tyrosinase activity assay for both monomers over the concentration range 0.25–2 mM; KA at 0.5 mM was used as a positive control; # p < 0.05 vs. Ctrl (control) by one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s test; data are mean ± SD of triplicates; (C) Intracellular ROS levels in HEMn-LP cells treated with monomers for 72 h; One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s test, Data are mean ± SD of at least three independent experiments.

3.5. TEGDMA and HEMA Do Not Affect Tyrosinase Activity in a Cell-Free System

The two monomers, TEGDMA and HEMA, were examined over a concentration range of 0.25–2 mM using a standard in vitro assay with purified mushroom tyrosinase to assess if they might exhibit any direct effect on tyrosinase enzyme activity. Our results showed that none of the monomers affected tyrosinase enzyme activity in a cell-free system (Figure 3B).

3.6. TEGDMA and HEMA Do Not Alter Intracellular ROS Levels

Exposure to either TEGDMA or HEMA at different concentrations did not affect the ROS levels in cells compared to the control (Figure 3C). This suggests that in melanocytes, the monomers do not lead to the induction of ROS-mediated oxidative stress.
3.6. TEGDMA and HEMA Do Not Alter Intracellular ROS Levels
Exposure to either TEGDMA or HEMA at different concentrations did not significantly alter intracellular ROS levels in melanocytes. This was confirmed in HEMn-LP cells by MitoSOX Red staining and flow cytometry analysis, with treatment concentrations that were below their respective IC50. HEMA-LP cells were selected for this study as they have been extensively used in commercial dental resin materials, either in single or mixture form. Studies have shown the systemic effects of monomers, where they may migrate with the bloodstream into other tissues causing a greater local concentration to induce adverse effects [63]. A concentration range of 0.25–2 mM was selected as these were shown to be clinically relevant [64]. HEMA was also tested over a higher concentration range in HEMn-LP cells and found to be significantly cytotoxic at concentrations of 4, 6, and 8 mM as determined by LDH assay (Figure S1A) and MTS assay (Figure S1B). The mean IC50 values based on MTS assays were calculated and found to be 4.04 mM and 2.07 mM for HEMA and TEGDMA monomers in HEMn-LP cells, respectively. Both monomers were thus evaluated at concentration ranges that were below their IC50. HEMn-LP cells have been selected in this study as they are metabolically less active in the synthesis and secretion of melanin than darkly-pigmented melanocytes and thus more closely mimic oral melanocytes, which are similarly known to be metabolically less active than epidermal melanocytes [49]. Our results of higher cytotoxicity of TEGDMA compared to HEMA agree with previous reports that have evaluated these monomers in other cells, such as pulp cells and fibroblasts [65] or macrophages [66]. HEMA is a hydrophilic monomer, while TEGDMA is hydrophobic. Hence, the higher cytotoxicity obtained by TEGDMA may be ascribed to its higher cellular

3.7. TEGDMA and HEMA Suppress LPS-Stimulated Cytokine Secretion
Treatment with LPS induced a 2.32-fold (p < 0.0001) greater secretion of IL-6 from cells as compared to untreated cells (Figure 4). Co-treatment with TEGDMA at 0.5 mM and 1 mM induced a 1.34-fold (p < 0.01) and 0.69-fold (p < 0.0001) IL-6 secretion, respectively, that was significantly lower as compared to the LPS-stimulated group (Figure 4). On the other hand, co-treatment with HEMA at 0.5, 1, and 2 mM induced a 1.80-fold (p > 0.05), 1.41-fold (p < 0.01), and 0.87-fold (p < 0.0001) IL-6 secretion, respectively, that was significantly lower than the LPS-stimulated group (Figure 4). At a concentration of 1 mM, TEGDMA exhibited a considerably higher degree of suppression (p < 0.05) on IL-6 levels compared to the levels produced by HEMA (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. IL-6 cytokine protein levels measured in HEMn-LP cell culture supernatants after treatment with resin monomers with or without 10 µg/mL LPS for 48 h; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01 and # p < 0.0001; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test; Data are mean ± SD of triplicates.

Based on these data, it appears that both monomers, TEGDMA (0.5–1 mM) and HEMA (1–2 mM), possess the capacity to significantly dampen the immune response of LPS-stimulated (inflamed) melanocytes, with TEGDMA exhibiting a higher potency than HEMA in suppressing IL-6 secretion from LPS-stimulated cells.

4. Discussion
To our knowledge, there are no published reports on the impact of monomer(s) or RBCs on human melanocytes. Thus, we cannot directly compare our findings. TEGDMA and HEMA were selected in this study as these monomers have been extensively used in commercial dental resin materials, either in single or mixture form. Studies have shown the systemic effects of monomers, where they may migrate with the bloodstream into other tissues causing a greater local concentration to induce adverse effects [63]. A concentration range of 0.25–2 mM was selected as these were shown to be clinically relevant [64]. HEMA was also tested over a higher concentration range in HEMn-LP cells and found to be significantly cytotoxic at concentrations of 4, 6, and 8 mM as determined by LDH assay (Figure S1A) and MTS assay (Figure S1B). The mean IC50 values based on MTS assays were calculated and found to be 4.04 mM and 2.07 mM for HEMA and TEGDMA monomers in HEMn-LP cells, respectively. Both monomers were thus evaluated at concentration ranges that were below their IC50. HEMn-LP cells have been selected in this study as they are metabolically less active in the synthesis and secretion of melanin than darkly-pigmented melanocytes and thus more closely mimic oral melanocytes, which are similarly known to be metabolically less active than epidermal melanocytes [49]. Our results of higher cytotoxicity of TEGDMA compared to HEMA agree with previous reports that have evaluated these monomers in other cells, such as pulp cells and fibroblasts [65] or macrophages [66]. HEMA is a hydrophilic monomer, while TEGDMA is hydrophobic. Hence, the higher cytotoxicity obtained by TEGDMA may be ascribed to its higher cellular
uptake and permeability, which is consistent with a prior report that showed that the mechanism of monomer cytotoxicity is attributed to alterations in cellular permeability caused by changes in cellular membrane lipid layers [67]. Our results of hormetic-like effects on cellular viability in MTS assay by HEMA and TEGDMA are similar to previous studies, where a similar effect was noted in tetrazolium-based viability assay by HEMA [68] and TEGDMA [68,69]. A previous study reported that gingival fibroblasts from three different donors displayed differences in IC50 values for TEGDMA toxicity [70]. In contrast, another study showed different sensitivities of gingival fibroblasts from different donors on glutathione determination assay [71].

Primary cells used in this study were obtained from a single donor, and there might be donor-specific responses to the two monomers, which should be tested in further studies. However, preliminary cytotoxicity evaluation (Figure S2) of both monomers in human melanocytes from a different donor showed more significant cytotoxicity of HEMA, while TEGDMA did not show any change in cytotoxicity. It should be noted that melanocytes from another donor differed in pigmentation phenotype (darkly pigmented). Hence the possibility that HEMA alone (and not TEGDMA) showed melanin pigment-dependent cytotoxicity to melanocytes cannot be ruled out. TEGDMA was also evaluated at a higher concentration (3 mM) and was shown to induce significant cell membrane damage by 50% as evaluated by the LDH assay (Figure S3A) and markedly diminish cellular viability by 92.62% compared to the control (Figure S3B). Examination of the effects of monomers on apoptosis or its related pathways was not the focus of this study and hence was not expanded. However, HEMA and TEGDMA have been shown to activate apoptosis-related pathways in other cells [72–74].

Our results of increased melanocyte differentiation and dendricity without any changes in cellular melanin content by the monomers are reminiscent of previous studies that also showed a similar finding. For example, the natural product olive leaf extract stimulated dendricity without any changes in intracelluar melanin in HEMn-LP cells [75]. Another study showed that treatment with butyrate led to marked differentiation and phenotypic alterations of B16F10 melanoma cells in the absence of changes in intracellular melanin [76]. Our results indicate that TEGDMA induced significant morphological changes in melanocytes at nontoxic concentrations; these changes reflect a higher capacity of cells to export melanin due to an increase in dendrite number and length, implying activation of cells by this monomer at concentrations 8-fold lower than that of HEMA. This implication is supported by the clinical observation of melanoblasts that showed elongated dendrites that reached into epithelium surface layers in the case of pregnancy-induced gingivitis, while the dendrites were short and reduced in number in the case of leukoplakia [77]. A prior study reported changes in the morphology of human gingival fibroblasts after a 96 h exposure to 3 mM HEMA and described that fibroblasts lost their spindle-like morphology and showed irregular surfaces [78]. Another study showed that TEGDMA suppressed filopodia and lamellipodia formation in dental pulp cells [79]. Since there has yet to be a study on the effects of these compounds on melanocytes, our results cannot be directly compared to any study and differ from the results of morphological changes of the studies above. Although filopodia have been implicated in dendrite extension and melanosome export [80], our results showed that TEGDMA might induce dendrite elongation by increasing filopodia length. Although the underlying mechanisms that lead to the stimulation of melanocyte differentiation by TEGDMA were not elucidated, it can be speculated that TEGDMA might increase levels of the melanogenesis protein, microphthalmia transcription factor (MITF), that regulates melanosome export [81].

Tyrosinase is the rate-limiting enzyme in the melanin production process [82]. Although HEMA attenuated tyrosinase activity in cells, it was ineffective at inhibiting the tyrosinase activity of a soluble tyrosinase enzyme from mushrooms, which agrees with previous reports that have discussed the discrepancy between mushroom tyrosinase used in cell-free assays and human tyrosinases present in the cellular system [83,84]. HEMA binds to macromolecules due to its α,β-unsaturated group and is known to form thiol-
complex [85]. As thiols are known to inhibit tyrosinase activity [86], the possibility that suppression of tyrosinase activity occurred due to thiol complex formation cannot be ruled out. A natural compound derived from melanin, allomelanin, was shown to dye HEMA polymer typically used for soft contact lenses, indicating the possibility of HEMA binding to melanin [87].

The absence of changes in ROS generation of HEMn-LP cells for both monomers at non-toxic concentrations contrasts studies showing that HEMA [88,89] and TEGDMA [90,91] can induce ROS production in different cells. However, there is no study yet on ROS levels in melanocytes. Also, it should be noted that previous studies that reported ROS generation analyzed ROS after short periods (4 h) and evaluated higher concentrations up to 4 mM [88]. As the goal of this study was focused on changes in melanocyte functions and ROS levels at concentrations where no considerable cytotoxicity was induced, higher concentrations were not examined for ROS levels. Both monomers have previously shown glutathione (GSH) depletion effects in a cell-free system [92] as well as in cell cultures [93–97]. Higher cytotoxicity of TEGDMA was shown to be due to its greater GSH depletion than HEMA in gingival fibroblasts [98]. However, this study did not examine the effects of monomers on melanocyte GSH depletion. The effects of these monomers on GSH depletion and antioxidant enzymes catalase and superoxide dismutase (SOD), should be probed in future investigations.

Higher cytokine release by TEGDMA might be attributed, in part, to its higher lipophilicity, which allows it to permeate the melanocyte cell membrane and induce markedly greater secretion of IL-6. A previous study also showed that TEGDMA penetrates cellular membranes and oral mucosal epithelium to induce inflammatory responses [99]. We speculate that the suppression of IL-6 secretion by monomers in LPS-stimulated melanocytes might involve, at least, in part, a downregulation of relevant mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAP-kinases) that might activate the signal transduction cascades [100]. The mechanisms for suppressing IL-6 secretion by monomers were not elucidated as it was beyond the scope of this study. A previous study demonstrated elevated levels of nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) by HEMA monomer in macrophages [101]. Similar to macrophages, melanocytes are also immunocompetent cells [102,103]. Hence, HEMA might cause increased Nrf2 expression in melanocytes, which will need to be investigated in future studies. Although only one cytokine (IL-6) was tested under LPS-stimulated conditions in this study, TEGDMA and HEMA were also shown to suppress TNF-α in macrophages after LPS stimulation [104]. Hence it is likely that apart from IL-6, other pro-inflammatory cytokines might also be downregulated and warrant future investigations. One of the limitations of this study was that IL-6 release at monomer concentrations <0.5 mM and in the absence of inflammation (basal conditions) was not examined and should be a subject of future investigations. Regardless, LPS is released from cariogenic microorganisms in deep carious lesions.

We used a model of co-exposure of cells to LPS and monomers, as this scenario mimics realistic clinical situations where both LPS and monomer will be simultaneously present after the removal of carious dentin and restoration with dental composite [105]. Prior studies have documented that both the leached resin monomers and RBCs can increase the growth of oral bacteria [106,107]. It was also demonstrated that the degradation of RBCs is augmented by the biofilms of oral bacteria [108]. Considering the results of our study, it is plausible to speculate that insufficient clearance of bacteria might follow due to the dampening of melanocyte immune response by both monomers under LPS stimulation; this, in turn, might induce a negative cycle which can cause impaired clearance of bacteria thus causing a further increase in composite degradation and release of higher amounts of monomer, which in turn would dampen immune response further (Figure 5). Also, we chose to use LPS from E. coli, although LPS from periodontopathic bacteria P. gingivalis might have been more clinically relevant; however, in our previous study [109], LPS from P. gingivalis failed to induce any significant IL-6 release from HEMn-LP cells. Hence, we
selected LPS from *E. coli*. Multiple prior reports have also studied the effects of monomers in the presence of *E. coli*-derived LPS in macrophages [104,110–112].

![Diagram illustrating the negative loop after impairment of melanocyte immune response](image)

**Figure 5.** Schematic illustrating the negative loop after impairment of melanocyte immune response by monomer release from restorations; dampened melanocyte indicates immune-impaired melanocyte in the schematic.

Previous studies have demonstrated that using dental bleaching treatments augments the release of resin monomers [113–115]. For example, TEGDMA was released in greater amounts (as compared to Bis-GMA) as the concentration of bleaching agent (hydrogen peroxide) was increased [115], and another study showed that nanofilled dental composites released more TEGDMA than microfilled composites [114]. Moreover, hydrogen peroxide in bleaching gels was shown to augment the cytotoxicity of TEGDMA in oral cells [116]. Given the reports above, our findings of this study of higher cytotoxicity of TEGDMA to melanocytes suggest greater chances of exposure to higher amounts of TEGDMA, which might augment melanocytotoxicity. As RBCs and dentin bonding agents (DBAs) typically comprise comomers HEMA and TEGDMA in combination with base monomers UDMA and Bis-GMA, the evaluation of biological effects of the mixtures of both monomers might be more relevant as the combination might produce synergistic, additive, or antagonistic effects on melanocyte functions. A separate study tested the combination of TEGDMA with UDMA in CHO cells and found no significant difference in cytotoxicity of the combination compared to single monomers [117]. Despite the significance of testing mixtures, the activity of single monomer(s) was only examined in the present study.

Both HEMA and TEGDMA are methacrylic acid (MAA)-based monomers that possess ester groups, which can undergo degradation by salivary esterases [118] or metabolic transformation by hydrolysis/ enzymatic catalysis [119]. MAA is the chief metabolic product of HEMA degradation; it exhibited cytotoxicity similar to that of HEMA, leading to the conclusion that the cytotoxicity and genotoxicity of HEMA might be attributable to this degradation product [120]. The degradation products of TEGDMA have also been reported and comprise MAA in addition to other products such as 2,3-epoxymethacrylic acid (2,3-EMA) and triethylene glycol, with 2,3-EMA reported to have cytotoxicity similar to that of TEGDMA [121]. Future studies to examine the biocompatibility of TEGDMA and HEMA degradation products to melanocytes would also be significant. Moreover, alternative monomers for replacing TEGDMA have also been reported [122]; further studies will also be necessary to identify whether these alternative monomers might impair melanocyte function.

Increased pigmentation in oral mucosa manifests as dark brown gums and poses aesthetic concerns for patients. Active consumption of tobacco and cigarette smoking is known to stimulate a higher level of gingival pigmentation [123], partly attributed to the
binding of benzopyrene and nicotine in tobacco smoke to melanin pigment. Interestingly, TEGDMA is a matrix monomer in one of the commonly used gingiva-colored composites, Amaris Gingiva (VOCO America Inc., Fort Mill, SC, USA) [124,125]. Our results thus point out that TEGDMA might elevate gingival pigmentation due to its robust capacity to stimulate melanogenic differentiation characterized by a multidendritic phenotype. Because the demand for gingival depigmenting modalities is rising owing to patients’ esthetic needs, if indeed it can be shown that TEGDMA or HEMA leached from restorations increase oral pigmentation, it would further pose esthetic concerns necessitating cosmetic rehabilitation to correct gingival melanin pigmentation. Whether a mixture of TEGDMA with other monomers or tobacco smoke might exhibit interactive effects or synergistically increase melanin production and export will be worthy of future investigations.

There are several limitations to the study that must be considered. A fundamental limitation is that our study does not recapitulate the oral cavity environment with the presence of saliva, pellicle layer, biofilm, or other oral cells. Moreover, as this study was conducted with melanocytes of epidermal origin, the extrapolation of results to oral melanocytes needs to be done with caution, as it has been shown that oral melanocytes exhibit less metabolic activity compared to epidermal melanocytes under physiological circumstances [49]. Nevertheless, oral melanocytes can increase their metabolic activity under injury or inflammatory triggers. Another limitation is that the measurement of dendritic parameters is only a surrogate for melanosome export. Hence, the increase in melanosome export by monomers has to be validated by additional research employing a physiological system made up of melanocyte cocultures with gingival keratinocytes to validate our findings. Furthermore, this study evaluated the response of melanocytes to a continuous exposure scenario with monomers; thus, whether melanocytes might recover their morphology and function after removal of the compounds or if intermittent exposure might lead to permanent changes in melanocyte dendricity or tyrosinase activity would be interesting for future studies, especially since some of the monomers can persist in the oral cavity and cause a sustained exposure for months. For instance, HEMA was shown to leach continuously from composites up until 52 weeks after initial immersion, thus indicative of a sustained chronic exposure [126]. The mechanisms of cytotoxicity (apoptosis or necrosis) by the monomers were not delineated in this study. As our current study was focused on the assessment of the cytotoxicity of monomers in direct contact with melanocytes, we did not study the effects of melanocytes in contact with eluants of dental composites (that contained leached monomers) that have been used in previous studies and are more representative of clinical situations [127]. Additionally, a prior study that examined cytotoxicity to neural cells used insert membranes with a composite that simulated dentin tubules and enabled real-time diffusion of monomers mimicking in vivo scenarios [40]. As 90% of the material is leached over the first 24 h [128], the use of such a membrane would allow a more realistic exposure assessment. Hence, a follow-up study incorporating such a system will be interesting, especially as neural cells are closely related to melanocytes. Lastly, whether these monomers might induce genotoxicity in melanocytes by forming DNA adducts will be worthy of future investigations.

5. Conclusions

In summary, this pilot study’s findings show that the two commonly used resin monomers, TEGDMA and HEMA, have differing effects on primary human melanocytes, with TEGDMA being more cytotoxic than HEMA. Our results validated TEGDMA-induced changes in melanocyte homeostasis, including a greater capacity to impair melanocyte’s immune response than HEMA. In addition, TEGDMA increased melanocyte dendricity over a wide concentration range of 0.25–1 mM, as compared to HEMA, which only showed these effects at a single high concentration of 2 mM. This effect might also be a causative factor in the induction of gingival pigmentation leading to aesthetic concerns with TEGDMA or HEMA-releasing restorations. Further investigation using a physiological system consisting of melanocyte cocultures with gingival keratinocytes is needed to validate the increase in
melanosome export to corroborate our findings. Future studies are essential to clarify the clinical implications of TEGDMA- and HEMA-associated melanocytic differentiation and immune function.
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